D, +A T: f -6'
An important property in investigating T is strong unicity: DEFINITION 
af E A is a strongly unique best approximation to f if
there is a y > 0 such that for every a E A If everyfE C(B) has a strongly unique best approximation, then T is said to have the strong unicity property.
The following theorems hold 1.5 1.
THEOREM 1 (Freud, cf. 141). Zf T has the strong unicity property, then, for every fE C(B), there is a A = n(f) > 0 such that II T. -Ml, Q A llf-4, f or ever)' g E C(B). Especially, T is continuous on D, = C(B). THEOREM 2 1 IS] . Suppose that B contains at least n + 1 points. Let A c C(B) be a linear Huur-subspuce of dimension n. Then T has the strong unicity property.
The following theorem is important in considering continuity at a given11 THEOREM 3 . Let a/ be a strongly unique best approximation tof: If there is an t' > 0 such that {a E A ( 11 a -afllzJ < E) is compact, then there is a neighborhood Uf off and a constant A: > 0 such that for every g of U, there exists a best approximation a' and ljaf -uK/jn ,< ,? iif-g/l, .
In order to compute a best approximation numerically, usually a parametrization P-+A a:
p+ a(p. .I' p c rT 11.
is assumed to be given andp' E P is to be determined such that u(p'. .) = u'.
Then from a numerical point of view it is an important question whether the appropriately defined function f +p' is continuous. Let &a( p. .)) be the dimension of the tangent-space S(a) at a(p, .) with respect to the parametrization. Then. if S(a) is a Haar-space and. for all n' E A, a' -a has at most &a( p. .)) -1 zeros in B, the normality of &i.e.. 6(a(pl. .)) 1 maxpep @(IA *)t is sufficient for the assumptions of Theorem 3 to hold [ 1, 51 . This result can be applied for instance to rational an exponential approximation.
Haar's condition is very restrictive and actually does not hold for nontrivial 73 c 3 "I. m > 1. Therefore. in this paper. we will proceed in a different way. In Section 2 we show that strong unicity is closely related to a sufficient optimality condition of first order to hold. This implies that in nonlinear approximation strong unicity is very restrictive. Therefore, instead of a first order condition. in Section 3 we assume a second order sufficient condition for p' to be optimal and show that an appropriately defined 7 operator is locally continuous. We remark that differentiability of the functions under consideration is required for our investigations.
Concerning the numerical relevance of our results, we note that the assumptions required to ensure continuity imply convergence of a Newtonmethod generalizing the second algorithm of Remes (91. Thus, the same assumptions imply convergence and numerical stability as well. This generalizes a similar result for strong unicity and the method of linearization 16 1. Note that our assumptions are considerably weaker than that of strong unicity. Naturally, as less as normality and strong unicity. our assumptions in general cannot be verified a priori for a given problem.
LOCAL THEORY OF FIRST ORDER IN PARAMETER SPACE
In the following we assume that A is parametrized
and that fE C(B) and p E P are fixed. 
has no solution <f 0, then p is a locally unique best approximation.
We show that the condition of Lemma 1 is even equivalent to p being locally strongly unique. Proof. First, assume that to, l&/ = 1, solves (2.3). For r sufficiently small, p(r) =@ + r& E P. If p is locally strongly unique, then for an arbitrary sequence Iti}, ri > 0, lim,+X ri = 0, for every i sufficiently large there exists an xi E B such that
Since B is compact we may assume that the sequence {xi} converges. lim idme x; = x *. It is simply proved by contradiction that x* E I?. Since f@A, we have 5(x*) f0. It is suffkient to consider the case 8(x*) = I. Then, there is an i,, such that A-xi) -a( p(si), xi) > 0. i > i,,. Therefore. for such i
Thus, for all i > i,, .
YTi < -7iDpa(p, Xi) t(J t O(Tfi).
This is seen to be a contradiction to y > 0 by observing that (2.
3) has a solution other than 0, then ~7 is not locally strongly unique. On the other hand, assume@ is not locally strongly unique. Then there is a sequence pi, lim,,= pi=p, Pj=P+tiriEP, /riJ=l, ti>O, such that il.?-a(~', .)il,. = Iif-a@, .)il, + g(ti). We may assume, that the sequence {C) converg_es: lim,,m ti = <0,1<0~ = 1.
Let
The case a(x) < 0 is analogous. Consequently &, solves (2.3).
SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS
To derive a local theory of second oder some properties of the function spaces on B are required which are given only for special regions B. Altogether, the following lemma is proved. Together with the continuity off k this implies the continuity of Tk for each k, Ikl < 2.
We prove continuous differentiability of T,, only, the proof for k, i k 1 = 1, being analogous. Let (f, x) E C'(B) x B, be fixed and ~1 E IF," be such that s +J' E B,. Then Observing that II/( g,?,)lli < 1 implies / ~1 < 1, (3.2) and (3.3) together with the continuity of T,, / kl = 1. imply the continuity of DT, at (A x).
LOCAL THEORY OF SECOND ORDER
Consider again the approximation problem of Section 1 but now with B a RAR. A c C*(B), andfE C*(B). That means from now on. we restrict our considerations to the approximation of twice continuously differentiable functions. The set of approximating functions A is assumed to be locally parametrized in the following sense:
Given &E A there is a ~5 E V!", an open neighborhood P of ~7 and a function a E C'(P x B) such that a(p, .) = a and a(p, .) E A for p E P. The space C*(P x B) is defined analogously to C'(B) and Lemma 2 holds in the sense that an h E C2(P x B) can be extended to an /?E C'(P x Fm).
In the sequel ti E A is fixed and ~7, P, a(p. .) are given as above. As usual llfll, = mahL, lf(x)l,f~ C(B). W e recall that foryE C'(B), a E C'(P x B) the extensions of all partial derivatives to hB = B -B,, and P X i;B resp. are uniquely determined. Let the set I? of extremals of the error function e(jf ji, x) =f(x) -a( p, x) be given by (2.2). We need some nondegeneracy-assumptions which will be formulated now.
Assumption (A). (Cardinality of ,!? related to the dimension of the parameter space P). There are exactly r, r < II + I, points in E Lef E= ix',..., x'}. an m x lL(,?)l-matrix, and, with L)' denoting the matrix of second derivatives. w"Dhi(,$) = 0, (4.5) h'(x') = 0.
i E I@').
By Lemma 4 the left-hand sides of (4.5) depend continuously FrechetdiffeEntiable on x p, ,&, #on C'(8) X P X 8,, X R"("')'. From (H) we see tha&f, p, 9, W" solve (4.5). Moreover (cf. [7 J), (B) implies that the Jacobian in f, p, ,i!, M'"j with respect to x', u'ji is nonsingular. Therefore the Implicit Function Theorem (cf. / 13 1) may be applied and yields the existence of neighborhoods 6$7c C"(g), cFiic P, ii,, c B and continuously Frechet-differentiable functions ix: if?+ q-+ fi,,, $j: oT x-OF-R + such that for every (f,p) E I!$ X qD the only solution of (4.5) in UFj X Rf'."" is 2(f,p), W"(f,p), i = l,..., L(2).
We The remainder of the proof is by standard arguments.
Remark. As a consequence of Theorem 2, if assumption (B) holds. the problem locally can be reduced to a discrete one with discretization points .&(f; p) depending on f and p (cf. [ 10 I).
Finally, to investigate the dependence of p and f we need: Remark. Assumption (C) is a suftkient condition for p to be a locally unique best approximation (cf. 17 I).
The following theorem is the main result of this paper:
THEOREM 6. Assume that (C) holds. Then there are neighborhoods CJTcC2(B). U,cP, UzjcB, U,,clFi_, j=l,..., r, UGuc7+, iEL($), j= l,..., r, off, p, 9'"', ~2, I?" resp. and continuous functions p: Uz-Upi,. 2: up yy,. uj: U,+ U, and 1%~~~: U,+ U,,, with p(f) = p, s'(f) = 2'. uj(J') = Q', ~?'j(f) = W" and such that for etiety f E U, p(f) is a locall]. unique best approximation to f and Assumption (C) holds with d'(f ), w'(f). w"(f). [91), (C) implies that the Jacobian of (4.10) with respect to p, xi, u'. I.\," in f: p, 2, U', Gii IS nonsingular. Therefore, the Implicit Function Theorem may be applied in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 5. To complete the analogy wih the local theory of first order, we define: DEFINITION 6. p is said to be a locally strongly unique best approximation of second order to f, if there exist a neighborhood I, c P of p and a ;' > 0 such that for every p E U, (4.11) THEOREM 7. Suppose that (C) holds. Then p is a locally strongly unique best approximation of second order to 1:
